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Independence Day celebrated
with great pomp and show
Nosegay Public School receives district
level honour at Sriganganagar.
Independence Day was celebrated with great pomp in
Nosegay Public School. At the
district level programme organized on the eve of
Independence Day, the students of Nosegay School presented beautiful patriotic
songs. Apart from this, in the
district level programme organized on the Independence
Day, the students of Nosegay
made spectacular presentations. Nosegay Public School
was also honoured at the event.
The award was presented to
Ms Nymphaea Suden Reddy,
Principal of the school.
The flag hoisting ceremony
was held in the school premises on the occasion of the
Independence
Day.
The
Tricolour was jointly unfurled
by Dr. P.S.Suden and school
auditor Mr. P.C. Garg.School
Managing Director Dr.P.S.
Suden explained the importance of Independence Day. . It
was on this day of the year
1947 , when India became
independent after a long struggle and sacrifices of the Indian
freedom fighters.When India
got its independence, the public of India had chosen their

first Prime Minister, Pundit
Jawaharlal Nehru who had
unfurled the tricolour National
Flag at the Red Fort in the
national capital, New Delhi for
the first time. All the people
celebrate this special day with
great joy every year. He said
that we should perform our
duties properly, only then will
the country be able to enjoy it's
freedom.He called upon the

of country service. If we inspire
the younger generation by our
actions, only then they will be
ready to serve the country. He
said that the achievements
made by the school today are a
result of the hard work of the
staff and students of the school.
It is a matter of happiness that
every member of the school
does his work with integrity
and the school is touching new
heights. In this programme ,
Tishu and Ananya Gaur, students of the school gave inspirstaff to inculcate the spirit of patriotism among the students. He expressed the importance ing speeches.

Song on Water Conservation
On 14 th August,a district level programme was organized in Seth GL
Bihani Post Graduate College premises. In this event organized by the district administration, the students of
Nosegay School made spectacular
presentations. The students of
Nosegay School presented a song
based on water conservation. In this,
the students mesmerized all the audience by presenting the song 'Yeh Pani
Jindagani ...' on water conservation.
The song was prepared by the school's
music teacher, Mrs. Shalini Kanwar
and Mr.Shyam Sunder. The students
and staff of Nosegay School were
awarded district level honours for this
magnificent presentation. On behalf

of the district administration, the
District Collector Sh. Shivprasad
Nakate awarded the school with a certificate. In the programme organized
on the occasion of Independence Day,
the students of Nosegay enchanted the
audience by presenting beautiful
dances on patriotic songs. In this programme , the students of Nosegay presented a beautiful dance on the song
'Ae Vatan, Mere Watan, Aabad Rahe
Tu ..., Jai Ho ..., Vande Mataram ...Ayo
re Shubh Din Aayo Re'. The programme was attended by the students
of Nosegay School along with Mrs.
Rachna Bhatnagar, Director (Co-educational activities) of Nosegay
School. In this ceremony, resource

manager of Nosegay School, Mr.
Suresh Budania was also felicitated
by the district administration for free
traffic related counseling. The school
administration and staff expressed

happiness over the excellent programme and district level honour.
Managing Director Dr.P.S. Suden congratulated the staff and students for
this achievement.

A workshop on Computer Security
Sri Ganga Nagar. A workshop on 'Computer Security'
was organized on 9th August
in the auditorium of Nosegay
Public School. In this workshop organized for students of
class IX and X, Mr. Sandeep
Kumar of Oxford University
addressed the students. He
motivated the students to
choose the subject of computer security as the goal of life
under the latest technology of
modern computer. He said that
under computer security, the
security cycle of computer is
usually broken by gaining
access to administrative controls. Mr. Kumar gave information about the tools that are
available for computers, the
ways to protect security and
how can we be safe from hacking. He also discussed about
various technologies used
under computer security such
as Web cookies theft, Trojan

Topics covered in Ethical
Hacking Workshop

virus,Waterhall
attack,
Derivatives of service, Click
joking attack, Key loggers etc.
Mr. Sandeep Kumar also
explained various methods of
computer security such as network enumeration, vulnerability analysis, etc. Mr.Sandeep
Kumar said that the demand
for it is increasing day by day.

Students are studying this subject and giving their services
by working in very good companies. He said that ethical
hacking is an important tool in
many national security agencies and even companies. In
order to become an Ethical
Hacker or Security Expert one
must think out of the box with

Types of Hacking
Difference between Ethical Hacker
Importance about Information
Information Gathering & Attacks
Google Hacking
Email Hacking
Windows Hacking & Security
Trojans
Foot printing
Virus & Worms
Cryptography
Web Browser Security
How to keep Smartphone Secure
Identity Theft
How to Secure yourself
Awareness about Online Challenges
Cyber Crimes & how to report them
Special Queries Session.
the mentality to catch a thief.
This workshop was specifically designed to provide the right
knowledge to the aspiring
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Hacking and Cyber Security
enthusiasts. This workshop
explored the various means
that an intruder has to gain

access to computer resources.
Cyber
security
is
important.Cyber-attacks are
currently prevailing in all these
networks, user networking
devices, and the applications.
They are even more complex
and malicious in the mobile
environment. New malwares
are emerging every day and
they are even more stealthy
and intelligent, and targeting
the vulnerabilities of OSs,
browsers, and applications.
Moreover, new network protocols and applications open new
channels for adversaries to
take advantage.The students
enthusiastically participated in
this workshop and quenched
their curiosities through a quiz.
At the end of the programme ,
the Director KG, Ms. Suren
Suden presented a memento to
Mr. Sandeep Kumar and
thanked him for providing
such important information.
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People Who Help Us International Literacy Day
The
Annual
Presentation of Class
III U was conducted
on 17th August, 2019
on the topic "People
who help us".The
assembly commenced
with the pious prayer
of "Raghupati Raghav
Raja Ram" followed
with a short prayer by
the whole class. A
beautiful
thought
"Extending one hand
for help to someone is
more precious than
joining two hands for
prayer" ,was presented by Trisha Grover.
Various people who
help us were highlighted with the help
of an English poem"Firefighters help in
many ways". It was

CLASS III U
followed by a group
discussion highlighting various people
who help us in our
daily
lives.
A
Spectacular play performance on different
helpers who make
everyone's life easy
illustrated
their
importance . Hindi
poem "Garmi Varsha
Sardi Mein Jo Khada
Rahey Seena Taaney "
was recited by Tejasvi

Yadav,
Yugansh,
Tanishka Yadav and
Vanshika Aggarwal.
Then a semi classical
solo dance was performed by Vanya
Agarwal and a Hindi
song" Kisi ki muskurahato pe ho nisaar "
was performed by
V a r n i k a ,
Vikramaditya,
Tanishka Yadav ,
Trisha Grover, Tiya
Swami,
Vanshika

Tejasvi Yadav, Yogita
and Vanya .Along
with this, an English
song was sung by
Yuvraj
Tantia
.
Interestingly there
was an interactive
quiz for the audience.
The last presentation
a very elegant and
graceful dance on
"Saathi
Haath
Badhana ,Ek Akela
Thak Jayega" was presented by the whole
class . A 'Shadow
Act'was performed
under the supervision
of the class teacher
Ms.Bindia Aggarwal.
The asssembly concluded with the motivational video and the
precious words of MD
Sir Dr. P. S. Suden.

The annual presentation of
class IX W was conducted on
28th July, 2019 on the topic
"International Literacy Day"
.The assembly commenced
with the pious prayer of "Ae
Malik Tere Bandey Hum..!"
followed by a short prayer.A
beautiful thought was presented by Shray Mutneja. The spectacular play performance on
'each one- teach one' inspired
by life of Professor Sandeep
Desai, gave a message to
spread literacy. The importance
of literacy was highlighted
with the help of an English
poem- 'Image of literacy' composed and presented by Surat
.Then a classical dance performance was presented by Sujata
and Samiksha , followed by a
dance performance of Sameer,
and an English song was presented by Shreya Sharma.It
was followed by a group dis-

CLASS IX W
cussion reflecting the acts and
provisions made in India for
promoting literacy.
A very energetic nukkad
natak was showcased by students on ' Shiksha Pranaali' .
Saksham presented a Hindi
song ' School Chale Hum' and
there was an interactive quiz
for the audience.The last act

was , a very emotional and
graceful dance on 'Tere Jaisa
Yaar Kahan' dedicated to
NOSEGAY. Under the supervision of class teacherMrs
Kanchan Suneja ,the assembly concluded with a motivational video and the precious
words of Principal Ma'am Mrs
Nymphaea S.Reddy.

Hiroshima Day The WORLD OF FAIRY TALES
The
Annual
Presentation of class
VII R was conducted
on 6th Aug, 2019 on
the
occasion
of
Hiroshima Day. The
programme started
with the Hindi prayer,
followed by a short
prayer, thought and
news. After this, students presented a skit
on the related topic. A
group discussion covered the whole topic
and
ended
with
Gandhiji's quotation
on Hiroshima attack.
Boys of Class 7 R presented an enjoyable

CLASS VII R
instrumental performance. A tribute was
given to the people of
Hiroshima
and
Nagasaki by a heart
touching
Dance
Performance. Last but

not the least, a motivational video was
shown to the audience, to explain the
after effects of nuclear
bomb radiations on
human health.

The Annual Presentation of
class III G was conducted on
5th of August, 2019 on the
topic "The WORLD OF
FAIRY TALES
".The
assembly commenced with
the pious prayer of
"Raghupati Raghav " followed with a short prayer by
the whole class. A beautiful
thought was presented by
Khyati . The magic of fairy
tales was highlighted with
the help of a Hindi poem and
an English poem "There are
fairies in my garden ".It was
followed by a group discussion highlighting the fun of
Fairy Tales . The spectacular

CLASS III G
play performance on" The
SNOW WHITE AND
SEVEN DWARFS " gave a
moral -"Don’t be jealous of
anyone " . Then a solo dance
was
performed
by

"Mobiles and Television :
Friends or Enemies?"
The Annual Presentation of
class III P was conducted on
27th July ,2019 on the topic "
Mobiles and Televisions:
Friends or Enemies?" The
assembly commenced with
the
pious
prayer
of
"Raghupati Raghav" followed
with a short prayer by the
whole class. A beautiful
thought was presented by
Decia. The whole class recited an English poem
"Television" and a Hindi
poem. It was followed by a
group discussion highlighting
the advantages and disadvantages of mobiles and televi-

CLASS III P
sions. The spectacular play
performance on
" Effects of mobiles and
televisions" gave a message
to avoid these gadgets. Then a
solo folk dance was performed by Chittesha and an

English song was sung by
Bismeet "Imagine all the people....." along with a Hindi
solo song sung by Diksha
Verma " Kanha so ja zara...".
A Hindi group song was sung
by
Diksha,
Chittesha,

A Thankful Attitude is
a Magnet for Miracles
The Annual Presentation of class V
N was conducted on 16th August
2019 on the topic " A Thankful
Attitude is a Magnet for Miracles".
The assembly commenced with a
pious English prayer " There Shall
be Showers of Blessings". Then a
beautiful thought was presented by
Akshay Pahwa. Aayaan then came
up with the latest International,
National amd Sports news. Next
was the group discussion highlighting the importance of thankfulness. Then the students presented a skit highlighting the importance of thankfulness. It was followed by a wonderful classical
dance performance by Anaj Taneja
and Angel Soni. A hindi poem on
thankfulness was presented by
Agam. Next was the wonderful and
energetic instrumental performance by 4 boys of the class
(Advait, Aayush, Arjun, Aaryan).

CLASS V N

The students came up with an
English song on thankfulness.
There was an interactive quiz for
the audience. A soothing Hindi
song on thankfulness was presented by Aayush. The last act was a
graceful group dance performance
by the whole class under the supervision of the Class Teacher- Ms.
Gunreet Aulakh. The Annual
Presentation came to an end with a
motivational video on thankfulness
followed by an inspirational speech
by MD Sir, Dr. P.S. Suden.

Dhanushree and Charu "
Chori se chori se...." It was
followed by a street play on
the topic " Mobile Addiction
". Dhruv Mehta presented an
instrumental performance.
This was followed by the
quiz time . The last act was , a
very elegant and graceful
dance on " Papa kehte hain..."
presented by the whole
class.Under the supervision of
the Class Teacher - Mrs.
Mamta Sethi,the assembly
concluded with a motivational video and the precious
words of Principal Mrs.
Nymphea Suden Reddy.

Hemakshi and an English
song was performed by
Hiten,Kartik,
Harshjot,
Imaan" We are so proud of
our school" along with a
Hindi song performed by

Harshita, Khushi, Hazrat,
Kellin, Kenjil, Jiya.There
was an interactive quiz for
the audience. An act on the
story "The ant and the
grasshopper” was also
staged. The last act was, a
very elegant and graceful
dance on " I am , yes, I am
fairy dancing girl" and" I
followed my heart into the
fire "song presented by the
whole class. Under the
supervision of the Class
Teacher -Mrs.Mukta Dawra
,the assembly concluded
with a motivational story
and the precious words of
MD Sir Dr.P.S.Suden.

Quit India Movement
The annual presentation of
class VII I was held on 8th
August,2019. The topic for
the annual presentation was
"Quit India Movement". The
presentation commenced
with the pious prayer
Raghupati Raghav... followed by a short prayer and
thought of the day. The skit,
gave a beautiful message of the
"Struggle of Mahatma Gandhi and
other leaders for Quit India
Movement".....Then a Hindi
Poem"Veer Jawano ki Gatha"was
presented by Robin Gaba which
was then followed by an English
poem "We will win" recited by
Rehmat . It was followed by a general knowledge quiz in which the
audience participated with enthusiasm.Then came a group discussion
that described different phases of
struggle during
Quit India

CLASS VII I
Movement. Piyush Chouhan,
Riddharth and Purav Ranjan
rocked the stage with their mesmerizing English song performance. Next came the Hindi group
song,
sung
by
Niyati,Ranya,Paridhee,Harnoor,Ra
minder,Arzoo and Priyanka .It was
then followed by a beautiful mime.
The show ended with a group
dance performance and a motivational video which encaptured
everyone's attention until the end
.The show was mentored by Mrs.
Nidhi Mangal.

LEO TOLSTOY - One of the
Greatest Authors of all Times
The Annual Presentation of Class
IX U was held on 3rd August ,2019
on the topic - Leo Tolstoy - one of
the greatest authors of all
times.The show commenced with
a soothing Hindi Prayer. It was followed by a short prayer, thought of
the day and conveying of the current happenings.
The Play was based on the story
"Three Questions" by Leo Tolstoy. It
was based on the theme of wisdom,
knowledge, awareness, kindness,
forgiveness and acceptance. In the
group discussion, students discussed
about the life and works of Leo
Tolstoy.
After that a heart touching English
Poem was recited by Tanisha and
Ummati. Later, mesmerising Hindi
and English songs were sung by
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CLASS IX U
Vishwamitra and Vansh Gusain
respectively.Jasmeet and Jwesha
presented a beautiful instrumental
performance. The quiz was enjoyed
by everyone.Later a wonderful classical dance was presented bySurabhi
and Sweta. At the end, a very energetic Russian dance was presented

by some students of the class. Under
the supervision of the Class Teacher
- Ms. Bandana Thakur, the annual
presentation ended with a motivational video and the precious words
of our Honourable Principal Ma'am
Ms. Nymphaea Suden Reddy. Class
Teacher - Ms Bandana Thakur.
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Annual Presentation on Independence Day
The Annual Presentation of
class VII W was conducted
on 13th August,2019 on the
topic " Independence Day".
The assembly commenced
with the pious prayer and
was followed by a short
prayer by the whole class. A
beautiful thought was presented by Satvik Kapoor.The
importance of independence
was highlighted with the
help of a Hindi poem "Utho
dhara ke amar saputo" by
Samaira
Dhingra,Seerat
Makkar and Ruhani Taneja
and an English poem "Where
the mind is without fear" by
Sagar Gaba,Sidhant Arora
and Soumay Mujral. It was
followed by a group discussion highlighting the impor-

CLASS VII W

tance of independence. The
spectacular play performance on
"Importance of independence" gave a message how
we got independence.Then a
solo classical dance was

sung by Sanjh Phutela and
an English song was performed
by
Siddhant
Rajotia"Heal
The
World"along with a Hindi
song performed by Ruhani
Taneja, Sharandeep Singh,

Shronit,Samaira Dhingra,
Somya Periwal, Srishty
Sehgal" Ye hamara watan".
An Instrumental performance was given by
Saksham Arora, Samarbir,
Saumya Arora, Siddhant
Rajotia, Rudr, Saurav ,
Shaurya Singh.
There was an interactive
quiz for the audience. The
last act was, a very elegant
and graceful dance on "Mile
Sur Mera Tumhara and
Salaam India" presented by
the whole class.Under the
supervision of the Class
Teacher -Mrs Kamalpreet
Kaur ,the assembly concluded with a motivational video
and the precious words of
MD Sir Dr. P.S. Suden.

World Nature Conservation Day
The Annual Presentation of
Class VII P was conducted
on 31st July ,2019 on the
topic " World Nature
Conservation
Day".The
assembly commenced with
the pious Shabad "Awall
allah noor upaya" gracefully
sung by Divyansh Dawra
followed with a short prayer
by the whole class. The
awareness about nature conservation was highlighted
with the help of a Hindi
poem" by Dhanvi Puri and an
English poem "When I was
born recited by Divyang
Goyal and Divyansh Nagpal.
It was followed by a group
discussion highlighting the
Importance
and
Conservation of Natural
Resources . The spectacular
play performance on

with different instruments
like guitar, congo, drum etc.
There was an interactive
quiz for the audience. The
last act was a Bihu dance
performed by the whole
class. The Annual presentation of class 7 P was supervised by CT Ms Anika
Batra.The assembly concluded with a motivational
video and the precious
words of Principal Ma'am.

Annual Presentation on
THINK BEFORE YOU THROW
The
Annual
Presentation of Class
III W was conducted on
14th August, 2019 on
the topic THINK
BEFORE
YOU
THROW. The assembly commenced with a
beautiful
thought
vocalized by Seerat
Sukhija and Sidharth
Kargwal. After that ,all
the students of the class
recited Hindi Poem.
Then Sanchi, Smaira,
Rudrakshi, Suparn and
Rajdeep recited an
English poem. Few students of the class presented a role play on
the topic THINK
BEFORE
YOU
THROW.
The Group discus-

CLASS III W
sion which later followed explained the
importance of reuse .
Next came the quiz
time in which the
audience participated
e n t h u s i a s t i c a l l y.
Later, a mesmerising
English song was
sung by a few students of the class. A
Hindi song was also
sung by some students. A very graceful

dance on classical
music was presented
by Seerat. A Group
Dance was presented
by the whole class on
the importance of
reuse. The show
ended with a short
motivational video.
Honourable M.D. Sir
addressed the gathering. The show was
mentored by Ms.
Amandeep Kaur.

The Joy of Reading
Panchtantra tales
The Annual Presentation of class III
R was conducted on 7th of August,
2019 on the topic "The Joy of
Reading Panchtantra tales ".The
assembly commenced with the pious
prayer of "Raghupati Raghav " followed with a short prayer by the
whole class. A beautiful thought was
presented by Manpreet Singh. The
Panchtantra tales were highlighted
with the help of a Hindi poem"
Jungle me ek sher soya tha"and an
English poem "Three little kittens
".It was followed by a group discussion highlighting the Panchtantra
tales. The spectacular play performance on" The Lion and The Clever
Rabbit " gave the moral of intelligence. Then a solo classical dance
was performed by Nehal and an
English song was sung by Khyati "
A gift to you " along with a Hindi
song performed by Navya Jindal,

FRIENDSHIP
The annual presentation of
class III S was conducted on
2nd August , 2019 on the topic
''Friendship''. The assembly
commenced with the pious
prayer of ''Raghupati Raghav'
followed by a short prayer and
then a beautiful thought was
presented by Gurshabd
Singh.A beautiful Hindi
poem was recited by the
whole class .Diya, Drishit Jain,
Garv Sethi, Gunshaan, Guruansh,
Gurshabd recited an English poem
"My best friend". It was followed
by a group discussion highlighting
the importance of friendship .The
value of friends was shown by a
very beautiful play which was
based on the life of Lord Krishna
and Sudama.An English song was
sung by Harish Chander, Garv

CLASS III S
Sethi , Durjaya , Hemant Bajaj.A
dance was performed by Diya Soni
and Hardik Lila. Durjaya Bajaj
played the harmonium and sung a
very beautiful bajan Achutham.
This was followed by the quiz and
at the end there was a group dance
on song 'We are school friends' .
The whole assembly was supervised by their Class Teacher Ms
Preeti Sharma.

Library Day

CLASS VII P
" A Hope for Earth " gave
a message to save our nature
by reducing pollution.Then a
classical dance was performed by Ayushi Thakur
and Bhavika and an English
song was sung by Aryan Raj
and Devansh Kapil "Count
on trees" A ghazal was performed by Bhuvin Khurana
on the harmonium..After that
a group of students gave an
instrumental performance
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The annual presentation of
Classs VII G was conducted
on August 1st, 2019 on the
topic ''Library Day'' .The programme commenced with the
prayer ''Raghupati Raghav''
followed by a short prayer. A
befitting thought as per the
topic was presented by
Kashvi Arora.Students were
acknowledged with the morning news. A skit highlighting
the importance of library and
physical books over the E books was beautifully presented by the talented students .To further elaborate
and explain it fully, a group
discussion was conducted
.Students were motivated and
inspired to visit the library
with the help of an English

Sharing brings Happiness
The Annual Presentation of Class V P was
conducted on 19th August ,2019 on the topic
'Sharing brings happiness. 'It commenced
with the beautiful words by Bhuvi Aseeja. It
was followed by the Hindi prayer. Bhavika
presented
the
thought of the
day.News was read
by Ayush Gilhotra.
Students participated in the group discussion on the topic
'Why should we
share?'.
Bhavi,
Cherry, Bhumika
and Bhavya presented a fabulous
dance . The children
CLASS V P
depicted a story of a
child with a problem. The students sang a
melodious Hindi song 'Love you zindagi.'It
was followed by a mime with a beautiful message that real happiness is invisible to the eyes
but can be seen by the heart. An English song
was sung by some students. The G.K. questions were based on how we can keep our
earth clean .A group dance was presented by
the whole class on the song 'Kisi ki
Muskurahton par no nisar'. The whole assembly was supervised under the guidance of
class teacher, Ms. Annu Singhal . The programme concluded wtih a motivational movie
and the precious words of Mrs. Nymphaea
S.Reddy.

CLASS VII G
poem 'Library' . A semi-classical dance performance was
given by Kaynaat Arora.
Melodious English and
Hindi songs were sung by
Kanchi Chugh and Jiya Joshi.
Along with this ,an instrumental performance was
given by Kartik and Joshish.
It was followed by an interesting G.K. Quiz . The audi-

ence was made aware about
the enriched libraries of
Nosegay. The last act was the
graceful group dance presented by the whole class under
the supervision of the class
teacher Ms. Raman. The
assembly concluded with a
motivational video and the
precious words of Principal
Ma'am Nymphaea S.Reddy.

Early to Bed, Early to Rise

CLASS II P
The annual presentation of class II P was
conducted on 22nd
August ,2019 on the
topic ''Early to bed,
early to rise''.The
assembly commenced
with the pious prayer
"Raghupati Raghav''
followed by a short
prayer .A beautiful
thought was presented
by Charmy Chhabra.
The benefits of early
rising were highlighted with the help of a
Hindi poem ''Suraj ki
kirne aati hain, Saari
Kaliyan khil jati
hain"and an English

poem ''Wake - up,
Wake - up, its a lovely
day''. It was followed
by a group discussion
highlighting "Early to
bed, early to rise'' .The
play performance on
''Advantages of Early
rising'' gave a message
to wake up early.Then
a solo classical dance
was performed by
Ayana Narula and an
English song was performed by Arnav
Chandra ''Wake - up,
early in the morning
,Its so peaceful "along
with a Hindi group
song sung by Garima,

Asthika,
Gunjan,
Goruma Joshi , Avni
'Tik - Tik, Tik - Tik'
kehti samay ki dhara,
ek pal bhi na alsao''
.There was an interactive quiz for the audience based on cartoon
characters. The last act
was a very elegent and
graceful dance by the
whole class under the
supervision of the
class teacher Mrs.
Sunita Soni. The
assembly concluded
with a motivational
video and the precious
words of M D Sir Dr
P.S.Suden.
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Importance of Grandparents
CLASS III R
Nimrit and Navya Khatri "O albele
panchi, tera door thikana re". There
was quiz for the audience. The last
act was, a very elegant and graceful
dance on "Lakdi ki kathi” and “Chal
mere ghode tik tik tik " presented by
the whole class. Under the supervision of the Class Teacher -Mrs .
Anita Sidana ,the assembly concluded with a motivational story and the
precious words of MD Sir Dr.
P.S.Suden.

The Annual Presentation
of class V S was conducted on 21th August, 2019
on the topic " Importance
of grandparents". The
assembly
commenced
with the pious prayer of
"Ae Malik Tere Bande
Hum" followed by a short
prayer.
A beautiful
thought was presented by
Esneet .The importance of
Grandparents was highlighted with the help of a
Hindi poem "Dada- Dadi,
Nana-Nani Sare Jag Se
Nyare" and an English
poem "Grandparents are
special people with wisCMYK

CLASS V S
dom and pride ". It was
followed by a group discussion highlighting the
Importance
of
Grandparents. There was
a spectacular play performance on
" Value of Grandparents

in children's life" .Then a
solo classical dance was
performed by Harleen Kaur
and an English song was
sung by Gitansh, Harleen
and Ritisha. “You spend
time with me ,you see the
best in me," along with a

Hindi song sung by Irfaan,
Garv, Eshneet, Geetansh
Dhamija, Geetansh Sidana,
Dipsy, Harman, Jyoti,
Himanshi "Payare Dada ji
sabse anmol"
It was followed by the
quiz. The last act was , a
very elegant and graceful
dance on “Hanste hanste
kat jaye raste " presented
by the whole class.Under
the supervision of the
Class Teacher - Mrs.
Kamala Rani ,the assembly concluded with a motivational video and the precious words of MD Sir Dr.
P.S. Suden.
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Social Service Club Activity
A Visit to Government Girls School, F Block
Philanthropy is not just about
moving commodities from a benefactor's pocket to a fund raisers
pocket,
but
scientists
and
researchers, on the other hand have
found, after doing an MRI of the
brains of people, that, those who
indulge in charity, found the joy centres of their brains light up, the brain
chemistry
changes,
oxytocin
increases. We, as humans have been
wired from thousands of years to
share and care rather than just accumulate and defend. Now the question arises, how to develop philanthropy among kids. Nosegay Public
School took this initiative by taking
15 children from VIII standard, to
the Government Girls School located near the Masjid, F Block for a
small excursion, on 5th August,
2019, in order to expose them
towards social responsibility that

every individual shares. To start
with, the students under the guidance and support of Ms. Sangeeta
Chhibber (Examination Head) along
with Ms. Jyoti Khurana, Ms. Anju
Verma, Mr. Kishan Dan and Ms.
Mithas Hara, headed towards the
destination at 10:30 am sharp ,
accompanied with students bubbling with enthusiasm and curiosity.

Various competitions by the
Rajasthan State Legal Services
Sri Ganga Nagar.
Various competitions
were organized by
the Rajasthan State
Legal Services
Authority, Jaipur at
Nosegay Public
School to increase
legal awareness and
participation in legal
service activities
among the students
of the Legal Literacy
Club established in
the school. On the
7th, 8th and 13th of
August, the school
organized a debate
competition, group

discussion, general
knowledge competition and an essay
writing competition.
Under these activities, essay writing
competition and quiz
competition were
organized in the
school on August 7th,
2019. The students
gave their views by
writing essays on
'Corruption:
Problems and
Solutions'.
The quiz competition was conducted
through general

knowledge related
questions. Debates
and group discussions
were organized on
August 8, 2019 in the
school premises. The
purpose of the Legal
Service Day was to
generate legal awareness among the
school students.
Students participated
extensively in the
entire programme .
The school management made all the students aware of their
rights and wished
them a bright future.

On arrival, the government school's
Principal Mrs. Asha Chugh warmly
welcomed everyone . The interaction was the most exciting part
which started off with a song performance, "Ye Mat Kaho Khuda Se,
Meri Mushkilen Badi Hain", as prepared by class VIII representatives
with sheer hard work and zeal under
the tutelage of Ms. Jyoti Khurana

and Ms. Anju
Verma. Yes, it
was a one of a
kind experience for our
little artists
to perform
and
the
applause
encouraged
the little ones
even more to
carry on with
the play named "beti padhao". The
play, again being prepared by the
students gave a profound message
on the importance of Girl's education. The girls, in today's world
require equal opportunities as it is
apparent, that gender has nothing to
do with dreams and aspirations. An
important thing, which requires a
special mention is how these little

ones observed everything with their
eyes and perspectives, was full of
wonder. They thoroughly enjoyed
the interaction and as quoted by one
of the children, "We will never forget today's wonderful experience of
humanity and kindness. Thank you
teachers. We were able to understand and learn other aspects of life
as well.It was a unique experience
indeed". Eventually a "Plant of
friendship "was planted in the
school premises, in order to cherish
the moments.It needs to be mentioned that there is no scarcity of
philanthropists but of ideas. We
should not focus on size rather on
the impact that it creates to feel connected to a cause, to a moral purpose
bigger than us. Nosegay Public
School has planted this seed of
inclusiveness in order to encourage
and inspire even more children and
society at large to participate and
realize their social responsibilities.
- Manas Hara

"Eid"
The Annual Presentation of class III I
was conducted on 9th August, 2019 on
the topic "Eid". The assembly commenced with the pious prayer "Itni
Shakti Humey Dena Daata " followed
with a short prayer by the whole class.
A beautiful thought was presented by
Noor Behl. The importance of Eid was
highlighted with the help of a Hindi
poem " Chand Nikla Hai " and an
English poem " Let's Feast On Kheer,
Its Eid ". It was followed by a group
discussion highlighting the Festival of
Eid. The spectacular play performance
on "Festival Of Eid" gave a message
of charity, harmony and kindness.
Then a solo classical dance was performed by Paridihi Bansal and an
English song "Yeah..lets all come
together ,its Eid " was performed by
Parineet, Pranjal, Palak, Rubal,

CLASS III I
Pragya, Ronak and Rishika along
with a Hindi song performed by
Raghav Bhardwaj and Ojas Rathore "
Eid Mubarak , Eid Mubarak. "There
was an interactive quiz for the audience. There after a beautiful message
of " Brotherhood" was given by
Prateek, Rivaan,Rudra, Parin and

Prikshit . The last act was a very elegant and graceful dance on " Mubarak,
Eid Mubarak" presented by the whole
class under the supervision of the
Class Teacher - Miss Sheena
Sobti.The assembly was concluded
with a motivational video and the precious words of MD Sir Dr P.S Suden.

JANAMASHTAMI
The annual presentation
of class V G was conducted on 24th August,
2019 on the topic
"Janamashtami". The
Assembly commenced
with the pious prayer "
Itni Shakti hume dena
data". The Hindi prayer
was followed by the short
prayer, Hindi poem and
English poem recited by
the whole class. A beautiful thought was presented by Kartik Gupta. After
this, Krishna's stories
were presented through a

CLASS V G
skit ,Krishna-Sudama
friendship was also highlighted.The importance
of Janmashtami festival
was discussed through a
group discussion. It was
followed by a G.K. quiz

related to the festival. A
beautiful Hindi song
"Achutam Keshavam"
was sung by Ishan
Tagore. It was followed
by an English song and
an instrumental perfor-

mance. Then Kritika
Aggarwal gave a classical dance performance
on
the
song
"Suswagatam Krishna".
At last, a group dance
was performed by the
whole class. The annual
presentation concluded
by a motivational video
and the golden words of
Principal
M’am
Nymphaea S.Reddy. The
whole presentation was
supervised by the class
teacher Mrs. Renu
Gupta.

Simran Jakhar of class 12-U, winner in Interschool
District Table Tennis Tournament under 19 category.

Nosegay'n Siddharth Rai
Mangla has completed his
Certification from GARP for
Financial Risk Manager
from (Global Association of
Risk Professionals) , USA.
Congrats entire Nosegay
Fraternity and especially all
the those teachers who contributed in his success.

First inter school SPG Table Tennis championship
won by Paras Arya class 6 U.

Hall of Fame Inauguaration
Natik Sikhiya Competition held by Guru Gobind Singh study circle.

* Abhav Upneja 7N 5 Position ( IN
Sgnr zone )
* Jasnoor kaur 5G 1 Position ( In
* Gurpreet Singh 6S Merit
Sgnr Zone )
Position
* Janish Goyal 3G Merit Position
Yuvraj Dillion 7U Consolation
* Lavish Khariwal 5R Merit *Prize
Position
Angle Sila 7 N Consolation Prize
* Parth Sharma 3R Merit Position * Yogansh Tayal 7U Consolation Prize
*
* Vikramaditya 2W merit Position
* Tashneet 8U Consolation Prize
* Samreet 4W Merit Position
* Sofia Kakkar 4W Merit Position Third group
* Pushpinder 12 P Consolation
* Prashant 4I Merit Position
Prize
Second Group
Karanveer Singh 9 G Consolation
* Seerat Kaur 6w 5 Position ( In *Prize
Sgnr zone )

First Group

Sri Ganga Nagar. The 'Hall
of Fame' was inaugurated on
10th August ,2019 in
Nosegay Public School. The
Hall of Fame was inaugurated at 9:30 am by Shri
Rajveer Singh Chaudhary.
The school has a unique initiative with academic and
co-educational achievements. In this hall, pictures
showing the merits of the
former students who have
got jobs at national and
international levels have
been displayed . It is a matter of great pride not only
for the school but also for
the city that the students of
Nosegay Public School have
made their mark in the country and abroad due to quality

education. An exhibition of
paintings by the present and
ex-school students was also
organized. The Hall of Fame
was kept open from 8 to 12
noon and from 5 to 8 pm.
On this occasion, students
and parents reached and visited the Hall of Fame.
School's Managing Director,

Dr. P.S. Suden congratulated
the teachers on this occasion
and said that this will motivate the students to constantly work towards their
goals.
Managing Director said
that the purpose of the
Nosegay Public School Hall
of Fame is to honour those

Alumni who have attained
exceptional personal or professional achievements and
who have made significant
contributions in the community, nation or world. By
induction into the Hall of
Fame, they will forever be
recognized as representing
our best.
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